
Left or Right



Question:

Do cats have a dominant paw?. 

Hypothesis:

My hypothesis was that yes cats do have a dominant paw.

                               Question and Hypothesis



For my science fair project I wanted to find out if cats had a dominant paw, I got very good 
results. For others this might not really be one of those experiments that completely changes 
your way of life or fixes a problem that the entire world has but I figure that this is a small 
question that everyone has just had as a passing thought and someone should answer it so I did. 
The hypothesis that I researched and focused my experiment on was that cats did have a 
dominant paw. My approach for researching this topic was to get one of my cats secluded into a 
room and then lay down a treat jar that was big enough for their paw but not big enough for 
them to fit their head into. The most important variables that I had was making sure that my cat 
wasn’t really distracted by anything else, I also had to watch which paw they used to grab the 
treats from the jar. The answer for my hypothesis was that yes cats do have a dominant paw. I 
could tell this because while looking at the numbers for my testing each cat that I tested each cat 
had a paw that they liked to use more than the other one with this. An example of this would be 
with the second cat. She used her left paw 23 times whereas she used her right paw twice out of 
the 25 times I tested her. Overall this experiment didn’t really achieve all that much but I 
achieved everything that I was hoping to and more for this experiment. And I hope that to 
anyone who read about my experiment they look at their cat with a new look that shows that 
they understand how developed they are.

                              Abstract



                                               Background Research

Many people who own any sort of animal might have wondered if that animal has any sort of special traits 
like having a dominant foot or paw. “Cats are a prime example of this because they use their paws for so many 
things like pushing objects off of a table, reaching for food, or even just swatting at things that annoy them.” 
(Carrie, 2018) I got this idea for my project while watching my cat doing things like swatting or eating. After a 
while I started to notice that they were using the same paw over and over for these things. This led me to start 
asking the question of cats having a dominant paw?

Cats use their paws for many things throughout the day although it does seem like males and females like 
to use different paws more consistently. To go into further depth: “males have a 52% chance of being left pawed 
whereas females have a 52% chance of being right pawed.” (Sebastian, 2019,paragraph 5) Some more information 
about this would be that “males also have 30% chance of being right pawed and a 16% chance of having no 
preference and females have a 27% chance of being left pawed with a 20/21% of having no preference.” 
(Sebastian, 2019, paragraph 5).

Some ways that could be used to discover if a cat has a dominant paw would be to do things like watching 
how they walk down stairs or things like stepping over a low wall. Another way someone could find out if a cat 
has a dominant paw would be to use a food puzzle. A food puzzle is any sort of contraption that makes the cat 
work for this food. An example of this could be as simple as putting dry food in a can or container blocking off the 
top and cutting a hole in the container somewhere. This can make a cat have to smack the container around to 
get some treats or dry food to fall out of the hole. An example of one of these studies: “Researchers supervised 
each cat retrieving treats from a food maze — a spherical tower with three layers of holes leading to a snack — 
during several lab trials.” (Brandon, 2018, paragraph 5).



                                               Background Research

Very similarly to a human, the dominant paw of a cat is influenced by the cat’s gender. “Although with cats this 
influence is much greater, getting to a degree of over 50% in one direction.” (Sebastian, 2019, paragraph 5). “This 
preference for which foot and which gender is also swapped from what it is for humans, male cats are more likely 
to be dominant in their left paw and reversed for female cats.” (Carrie, 2018, paragraph 3 and 4). Whereas it's the 
opposite for humans. But nonetheless the gender of a cat does play a huge factor in what paw the cat will prefer.

After researching all of this information and reading through many articles I would have to say that my 
hypothesis is that Yes cats do have a dominant paw. Although others may not believe this to be true I find it hard 
not to have this hypothesis after researching this topic. One reason behind this would be how multiple people 
have performed tests to prove this an example would be how. “Researchers supervised each cat retrieving treats 
from a food maze — a spherical tower with three layers of holes leading to a snack — during several lab trials.” 
(Brandon, 2018, paragraph 5).



                                           Materials and Procedure
Materials: 

1.  jar of cat treats. This jar has to be about the size where a cat could fit their paw inside but not their head. 

2.and a cat/cats to do the experiment with

Procedure:

1. gather a cat
2. place the jar of cat treats in front of the cat
3. wait for the cat to reach a paw inside
4. record which paw the cat uses
5. repeat this procedure about 10 times so you have enough results to see if the cat has a dominant/favored 

paw. (you can tell this by looking at what you have recorded and if what you have recorded shows that the 
cat has used their left/right paw more that is your result or if they have a closer to equal usage of their 
paws.) 

6. For the safety of the animal and you, make sure that there are no sharp edges in the jar and if the cat gets 
aggravated or upset stop the experiment and allow the cats to calm down over an extended period of time.



                                           Data, Graphs & Results

The graphs I used are actually quite simple. The only real thing you need to know is that the blue/purple color 
means how many times a cat used their left paw and the green color represents the amount of times that a cat 
used their right paw. Also underneath each part of the graph there is a marker that says which cat got what 
score. 



                                                          Conclusion

For my science fair project I wanted to find out if cats had a dominant paw, I got very good results. For my 
experiment, what I did was gather one of my cats and trap them in my room with a treat jar just big enough for 
their paw, and watch which paw they use to grab the candy out. I repeated this multiple times for each cat. 
Overall it went fairly well with minor hiccups like the cat not paying attention. The only major problem was 
when I got to the last cat I was testing named Tiny who didn’t really understand the concept of trying to grab 
the treats with his foot so instead for him I used a cat toy to find out which paw he liked using. 

With this testing I was able to prove my hypothesis correct that yes cats did have a dominant paw. I would 
say that this way of testing a cat for which paw they are dominant in was very effective because I got good and 
consistent results finding out each of my cats dominant paws. Although if I was to do this experiment again I 
would try to get a larger testing group but that wasn’t an option at the time of me doing this experiment. I would 
also want to do more tests on the cats that I was able to test because I was only about to get a total of around 100 
tests spread out among 4 cats which wasn't the best spread of results.

Although I would say that I got pretty good results, an example of this would be with the second cat I 
tested, for the first round of testing I did with his cat she used her left foot ten out of ten times I tested her that 
time. Another good example would be with the fourth cat I tested on my second testing time, in this testing 
group he used his left paw nine times and his right paw 6 times out of the fifteen I tested him in total. 
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                  Suggestions

One suggestion that I have for others doing this experiment would be to try and 
do the experiment with a larger testing group so that you can get more varied results

Another suggestion I have would be to spread the tests of the different cats over 
a longer period of time so that the cat doesn’t go into a rhythm of just using ht esame 
paw over and over even if it may not be their dominant paw. 
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